TOWNSHIP 3 SOUTH, RANGE 6 WEST

C 1/4 Corner, Section 30, T3S, R6W  
(See LFCo. Map #819)

Set 1 3/8" x 36" stainless steel pipe for the corner, established by Longview Fibre Company, with a 2" brass cap marked as illustrated:

From which:
- 2½" fir bears N 47° E 33.86 feet; scribed "C% BT S30", screw nail, lead washer, yellow aluminum section marker plate
- 15" fir bears S 32° W 26.91 feet; scribed "C% S30", screw nail, lead washer, yellow aluminum section marker plate

Aspect: Southwest

Corner is 100 feet east of road

Set by: Wesley E. Schlenker, LFCo. (LS 1100)  
Witnesses: Wayne Brewer, Darlene Osborne

June 22, 1979

1/4 Corner, Sections 30/29, T3S, R6W  
(See LFCo. Map #819)

Found BLM iron post, 3 feet long, 1 inch diameter, 28 inches in the ground, for the corner with brass cap marked as illustrated:

From which found:
- Fir bears S 3½° E 59 links
- Fir bears N 30° W 59 links

Found by: Wesley E. Schlenker, LFCo. (LS 1100)  
Witnesses: Wayne Brewer, Darlene Osborne

June 22, 1979